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ONLY A COLOR LIKE THIS COULD BE CALLED ESLABONDEXXTM
CHOOSE THE COLOR THAT PROTECTS
EslabondexxTM Color System. Open your eyes and marvel at color.
Be surprised with the result. EslabondexxTM Color has been created, the natural
result of a path made of protection and color. Just like that. The best protection
has the best in color. A complete collection of 61 nuances, a range of innovative
colors. Only a color like this could be called EslabondexxTM.
Choose the color that protects.
Go further. In addition to color, all the protection. EslabondexxTM Color is a rich, full
color formula that harmoniously combines innovative ingredients and
technologies. It prevents damage to the natural structure of the hair, protects the
scalp, defends against external agents because it is rich in antipollutant substances and gives hair extreme shine, luminosity, twice as strong.

100 ml – 61 nuances

ENHANCED COLOR EFFECT
EslabondexxTM Smooth Catalyst.
Oxidant with a particularly creamy texture, working in synergy with
EslabondexxTM Color enhancing its color effect, guaranteeing an extraordinary
brilliance and optimal results. With a strong conditioning action, it gives a superior
hair protection.

1000 ml

BRING A SENSORY EXPERIENCE TO YOUR SALON
Bring a sensory experience to your salon.
EslabondexxTM Color guarantees extreme safety during technical service, no surprises, no doubts, easy to apply in its mixture 1:1.5.
Its fragrance makes application pleasant. No PPD, SLS or SLES. Its colors immediately announce a grand finale.

ALL THE POWER OF COLOR THANKS
TO THREE INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES.
EslabondexxTM Color. All the power of color thanks
to three innovative technologies.
EslabondexxTM Color stands out for its range of
beautiful, bright, unique colors, with faceted
reflections, thanks to the combination of three
different technologies.
EslabondexxTM Protection System
The EslabondexxTM Protection System contains a mix
of amino acids with an antipollutant and anti-aging
effect, such as:
• phytoceramids: enhance the hair’s “barrier function”,
improve its appearance and strengthen the structure;
• soy isoflavones: stimulate cell turnover and keratin
renewal;
• N-acetyl cysteine: acts as a precursor of biological
defenses with respect to external aggression.
Liquid Crystal Emulsion
Liquid Crystal Emulsion promotes better distribution of
the hair colorant in the tint and their rapid, effective
diffusion inside the hair. The result is an intense,
lasting coloration and an extremely brilliant effect.
Mix of Very Pure Pigments
The pigments are selected so as to extract only those performing better and with
the highest degree of purity. This selection criterion ensures stability of highlights.
Moreover, thanks to the particular mode of pigment deposit, a three dimensional
result is obtained; this ensures total coverage of white hair, while giving an extremely natural effect.
The synergy of these different technologies allows for strong, healthy, protected
and far brighter hair.

ESLABONDEXXTM COLOR TECHNOLOGY
EslabondexxTM Color technology.
The treatment makes use of the EslabondexxTM Protection System. During the
coloring process, the color cream alone brings the EslabondexxTM active ingredients,
which adhere to the hair and preserve its natural structure, strengthen it, protect it,
without interfering with the effectiveness of the coloring.
HIGHLIGHTS OR CHROMATIC SCALE

LEVEL/DEPTH OF TONE
1 - BLACK

.0 - NATURAL

2 - BROWN

.1 - ASH

3 - DARK CHESTNUT BROWN

.2 - IRISE’

4 - MEDIUM CHESTNUT BROWN

.3 - GOLDEN

5 - LIGHT CHESTNUT BROWN

.4 - COPPER

6 - DARK BLONDE

.5 - MAHOGANY

7 - MEDIUM BLONDE

.6 - RED

8 - LIGHT BLONDE

.7 - BROWN

9 - VERY LIGHT BLONDE

.22 - VIOLET

10 - VERY LIGHT EXTRA BLONDE

ESLABONDEXXTM COLOR - THE SERIES
Natural

Irisé

9 brilliant nuances,
from the particular
formula that rebuilds the
natural pigmentation
of hair, for a full, three-dimensional
color.

Delicate cold/warm
nuances for a unique
and natural color.
Ideal to counteract
unwanted highlights.

Mix 1:1.5

Copper

Ash

Light tones used to
soften tones that are too
warm. Note: Do not use
for re-pigmentation; pay
attention to particularly
porous hair, which tends to
take a too-intense color.
Mix 1:1.5

Golden

Bright nuances that provide
excellent coverage and
intense warm tints. Mixed
with natural tones, they
warm the highlights.
Mix 1:1.5

Brown

Tones with a decided tint
with warm predominance,
for a full, bold result.
Mix 1:1.5

Mix 1:1.5
Intense auburn tints:
mixed with the naturals,
they warm the highlights
particularly.
Mix 1:1.5

Reds

Extraordinary nuances
a full color and bold highlights. They
guarantee surprising hold and stability
of the highlights.
Mix 1:1.5

Mahogany

Warm and deep tones,
that coat the hair with
a full, luminous highlight,
for a definite but not
excessive color effect.
Mix 1:1.5

Beige

Tones of tobacco shades: a perfect
blend of natural and warm/cold
highlights, for a natural but not
classic color.
Mix 1:1.5

Ultra Lift Basic

Super-bleachers for bleaching up to 4
tones.
Mixed with 40 vol. peroxide, they
ensure maximum bleaching.
Mix 1:2

Ultra Lift

Super-bleachers
for bleaching up to 5 tones.
Mixed with 40 vol. peroxide,
they ensure maximum
bleaching.
Mix 1:2

Violet

Bright and very intense
nuances, for full-bodied
highlights
Mix 1:1.5

Fashion Color

Trendy nuances for
custom looks.
Mix 1:1.5

COLOR THEORY
Color theory
Knowing the basic principles of colorimetry enables an easy, rapid choice of
shades and highlights within the EslabondexxTM Color range, for example, to
intensify or soften a highlight, or simply create the custom tone most suitable to
the personality of the customer.
Primary Colors: Blue, Red, Yellow
Secondary Colors: Red+Yellow=Orange, Red+Blue=Purple, Blue+Yellow=Green
Tertiary Colors: are made by mixing a secondary color with a primary color
Primary Colors: are considered pure colors, from which all others can be made. If
these three basic colors are mixed with each other, black and all its derivatives are
made.
Secondary Colors: are made by mixing equal parts two of the three primary
colors (Red+Yellow=Orange, Yellow+Blue=Green, Blue+Red=Purple).
Complementary Colors: opposite each other in Ostwald’s color system, they are
called complementary because, if combined, they cancel each other, creating a
neutral grey.
Color Predominance: a more intense color that dominates the weaker one. A
weaker color minimises the more intense one. Two complementary colors cancel
each other.
Bleaching bases
Bleaching bases are the result of warm tones that emerge after bleaching. Therefore it is important to choose the right nuance to counter it or to make it stand
out. In the first case, it is useful to always consider the bleaching base that could
emerge from the depth of the desired tone; in the second case, it is good to use a
nuance with tones similar to the bleaching base to be obtained.

EslabondexxTM color chromatic circle

ULTRA LIFT BASIC 900/901/913

-

ULTRA LIFT 12.16/12.11/12.01/12.72

PH and hair
Healthy hair has a physiological pH which varies from 4.5 to 5.5. Often this is altered, because hair undergoes changes on its surface. Therefore it is essential that
the products applied tend to restore and respect the natural pH of hair. The slightly acidic pH of EslabondexxTM Color is the ideal condition for the surface of skin
and hair, since it helps keep the natural pH as unchanged as possible.

ESLABONDEXXTM TECHNICIANS RECOMMEND...
EslabondexxTM technicians recommend
Techniques
The hair can be divided into three zones, which absorb color in a different way.
Distinguishing these zones will give optimum performance during technical
service.
• Zone 1: is the first 2 cm of the hair, starting from the scalp. It is also known as
root or regrowth.
• Zone 2 : is the central part of the hair (length), and starts where zone 1 ends.
• Zone 3 : is the end part of the hair, which is more porous and its length goes
beyond the shoulders (over 12 cm).
Not all hairstyles have zone 3.
Color refreshing on lengths and tips
EslabondexxTM Color is a great ally for tone-on-tone coloring, light and extremely
natural. Simply mix the nuance selected with 5 vol. oxidant in the ratio 1:1.5, apply
and leave to set 15-20 minutes.
Tools
The tools are an important added value to ensure unique and fashionable color
effects.
You can choose the most suitable one according to the results desired:
• Brushes: there are different types of brushes some suited to the application of
color at the root, others to color very narrow areas, others to create gradations.
The choice is yours!
• Sponges: they are a great help in creating light gradations and sheer effects,
since the dye is deposited gently, as if it were a pastel.
• Blush brush: it is ideal for creating shades of colors or decoloration, and perfect
for blending together nuances with a natural result and without strikethrough.
Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Application
Apply EslabondexxTM Color on dry, unwashed hair, starting from the roots. Leave to
set for 30-35 minutes (45-50 minutes for super-bleaching). In addition, to avoid
strikethrough and have a perfect nuance, EslabondexxTM technicians recommend...
• apply the color at the root making sure to apply the product well on the zone
concerned, especially if there is white hair;
• for each division, after applying the color on the root, turn the brush vertically
and create streaks and give delicate gradations.
Note: in order to avoid creating strikethrough over time, apply color starting from
the central separation (see picture), alternating horizontal and vertical separations.
When setting time has elapsed, rinse thoroughly and proceed with EslabondexxTM
Rescue Shampoo.

HOW TO USE ESLABONDEXXTM COLOR...
Mixing selection
• Determine the natural depth of the customer’s tone considering the percentage
of white hair, the texture, the level of hair sensitisation and body.
• Establish the color result that the customer wants.
• Identify the bleaching base relative to the depth of the desired tone.
• Select the most appropriate EslabondexxTM Color nuance for achieving the desired color.
Allergy test instructions
• With the help of a cotton swab, apply behind the ear a quantity of mixed
product to cover about ½ cm2. Allow to dry.
• Wait 48 hours without washing, touching or covering. In case of abnormal
reactions, such as itching, redness or swelling in the area,
DO NOT PROCEED WITH COLORING.

Mix and setting times

DILUTION

OXIDANT

LEVEL OF LIGHTENING

SETTING TIME

1:1.5

5 VOL. (1.5%)

TONE ON TONE

15/20 MINUTES

1:1.5

10 VOL. (3%)

UP TO 1 TONE

30/35 MINUTES

20 VOL. (6%)

TONE TO 2 TONE

30/35 MINUTES

1:1.5

30 VOL. (9%)

TONE TO 3 TONE

30/35 MINUTES

1:1.5

40 VOL. (12%)

TONE TO 4 TONE

30/35 MINUTES

1:2 ULTRA LIFT
HAIR COLORS

40 VOL. (12%)

UP TO 4/5 TONES

45/50 MINUTES

1:1.5
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